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BOB SEDERGREEN: THE INTERVIEW 
 
by Adrian Jackson* 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
[This interview appeared in the December 1981 edition of Jazz Magazine] 
 

ver the last decade, I have had the pleasure of hearing pianist Bob Sedergreen 
play on many occasions: with vibist Alan Lee, with a succession of bands led 
by Brian Brown, as the focal point of the Ted Vining Trio, with Onaje, as the 

wild card in Peter Gaudion’s Blues Express, providing fairly heroic support to visiting 
stars Jimmy Witherspoon, Phil Woods, Richie Cole and Milt Jackson, even solo. 
 
I have always enjoyed and admired his playing for its unflagging swing and qualities 
of joy, resourcefulness and commitment, and his determination to take chances at all 
times in search of inspiration, which he seems to find more frequently than most. He 
has long impressed me as a jazz musician who often plays ‘above himself’ because he 
has the courage to do just that. 
 

 
 
Bob Sedergreen: the sum total of his music is pure Sedergreen… 
 
In the last few years, he has continued to increase the scope and depth of his playing, 
and his confidence in it, to the point where he is obviously one of the best musicians 
in Australia. We have too few others who can so consistently be so exciting, original, 
inventive, surprising and enjoyable. 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
*In 1981 when this was published, Adrian Jackson was a freelance writer, who had 
been jazz critic with the Melbourne Age since 1978. 
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I won’t try to describe his playing. As with any really good jazz artist, his playing is a 
reflection of his listening and playing experiences, and his own personality. There are 
certainly traces of several major modern stylists in his playing, but the sum total of 
his music is pure Sedergreen. If you want to hear how Bob Sedergreen plays, check 
out his recordings with Brian Brown, Ted Vining, Onaje or Jimmy Witherspoon, or 
better still hear him in person. If you want to know how he came to play like he does, 
along with his views on how jazz is and should be played in Australia, read on. 
 
“I came to Australia from England in 1951,” says Sedergreen.  I did learn piano for a 
few years as a kid, but that was only because I had to take lessons. Once I got out 
here, I had better things to do than play piano. My first real interest in music was 
when people like Little Richard, Chuck Berry and Freddy Bell & the Bellboys came  
 

 
 
Sedergreen’s first real interest in music was when people like Little Richard (above) 
and Chuck Berry (below) came along… 
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along. I was a teenager in the rock’n’roll era, so I got right into that. I had a 
rock’n’roll band playing school dances and such, and one of the guys used to push me 
along to hear dixieland, and I found I liked that: it was raw and came out of the 
blues, I could relate to it. I started listening to all the records like Chris Barber and 
Ken Colyer, later Louis’ Hot Fives and Hot Sevens, Basie, Ellington and Muggsy 
Spanier. 
 
“I was more interested in listening until one night I went to a party and heard this 
fantastic record playing, called Kind of Blue. I got right into Cannonball Adderley — 
the band with Nat and Bobby Timmons related to rock’n’roll, and had the same 
qualities as the dixieland, the good dixieland, that I’d heard — and that made me 
want to play. So I took lessons from a sax player called George jury who showed me 
how to play behind him. 
 

 
 
Sedergreen got right into Cannonball Adderley (left on alto sax), here pictured with 
brother Nat (right) on trumpet… 
 
“By my late teens I was doing gigs — learning on the job, piano, sax and drums doing 
waltzes and foxtrots, just learning about harmony and rhythm as I went along — and 
on my 19th birthday, I met an alto player named Fred Bradshaw. He played a lot like 
Paul Desmond; he played me Brubeck’s Live At Carnegie Hall, and I’d heard nothing 
like it before, and thought it’d be a beaut thing to do. So I soon joined his band, and 
spent about eight years with him, in which time I learned a lot about how to play 
behind a saxophone player, and how to get a group sound and feeling. We played 
very tight, arranged music, not too far from the Brubeck Quartet, and we were very 
committed to our music; we thought that some of the other people on the scene at 
the time, like Barry McKimm or Brian Brown, just had it wrong. Towards the end, I 
started listening more to Cannonball, Miles, John Handy, Stitt, McCoy and Elvin — 
the more hot, intense sort of players — and Fred and I split up. 
 
“In the late ‘60s I was fortunate enough to do a bit of playing with the great alto 
player Frank Smith. He presented me with a challenge at the time when I was 
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representing the American model, he’d make me do things like, ‘Play an Aborigine 
jumping out from behind a bush’, and he could do that because he played from inside 
himself. So that gave me something to think about. Meanwhile, I’d learnt a bit more 
about comping, by following a couple of piano players everywhere around 
Melbourne, namely Tony Gould and Johnny Adams. 
 

 
 
The great alto player Frank Smith, pictured here with the trumpeter Ron Falson: 
Smith played from inside himself, which gave Bob something to think about... 
PHOTO © RON FALSON ARCHIVE 

 
“I was keen to get into the hotter sort of modern jazz, and I got the opportunity in 
1971 when I met Ray Martin at a recording session, and he introduced me to Ted 
Vining, who invited me to go up to the Prospect Hill Hotel, where he was playing 
with people like Brian Brown, Keith Stirling and Graeme Lyall: that was something I 
learned a lot from. It was great, and of course still is, to play with Ted Vining and 
Barry Buckley, because they are all about total intensity. They don’t give you time to 
think your ideas out, you’ve got to just play as hard as you can and hope for 
inspiration. 
 
“Ted would always play me Coltrane, Sanders and Shepp records, and what 
influenced me the most was McCoy Tyner’s playing. I was becoming more aggressive 
in my playing, which didn’t change when I joined Alan Lee’s band, ‘cos he was just as 
aggressive as Ted. I spent a couple of years with Alan, playing music similar to the 
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Trio, except there were less modal tunes; Alan looked for happy tunes all the time, so 
that was all very enjoyable. 
 

 
 
“Things really took off for me in ‘74, when Ted managed to get me into the Brian 
Brown Quintet. We played a lot around Melbourne, and in Sydney, Perth and 
Adelaide, and did the Carlton Streets LP. The music could be fairly free, or it could 
be rock’n’rolly in the sense of you might have to role play in an unselfish manner. 
When Barry Buckley came into the band, we followed a more modal course, similar 
to the band he had in the ‘60s, with a lot of shrieks from Brian and sounds of 
intensity from the rhythm section. And of course, since Barry and Ted left a couple of 
years back, I’ve continued playing with Brian. 
 

 
 
Sedergreen (right) says that rhythm sections now don’t have the same sort of 
intensity as Barry Buckley(left) and Ted Vining(centre)... 
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“The rhythm sections we play with now don’t have that same sort of intensity as 
Barry and Ted. There are still passages of intensity, but in general there is more 
opportunity to think things out, and a lot of lighter sounds that are very pleasant to 
listen to. That’s been useful to me, and I think it’s been what Brian needs at the 
moment. 
 
“I don’t think that Brian’s music changes, he just reshapes it to suit the players in the 
band. For instance, he wrote songs like Hilltop or Carlton Streets in the 60s, but he 
did things like insert a rocky section into Carlton Streets for me. One thing that 
broadened his concept of writing was when he and [David] Tolley started mucking 
around with synthesisers, working with eerie sounds and shapes rather than time 
signatures and harmony; for instance, the recurring patterns on Upward and 
Sundance were influenced by synthesisers. 
 
“But really, Brian’s writing isn’t too complicated, it’s simple music that sounds heavy 
because of the way Brian builds things up, using dynamics to get somewhere, using 
shapes and colours and textures, as he has said, like an architect. And he’s not scared 
to try different effects, anything that might help the piece. Over the years, of course 
there has been some change in the actual harmonic and thematic construction of his 
music, but Brian’s motives for writing music are the same. 
 

 
 
The quartet Onaje was formed for the main purpose of presenting modern, original 
material. It includes Allan Browne (seated) then back row L-R, Sedergreen, 
Richard Miller, Gary Costello… 
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“Apart from playing with Brian, I’m doing a bit of playing with Onaje, and the Blues 
Express, and different other gigs around the place every now and then. In fact, I quit 
my job in the printing industry this year, and I’m now in music full-time. I’m 
teaching at the Victorian College of the Arts, teaching elements of composition, and 
acting as a balance against Brian Brown and Tony Gould, offering a different point of 
view to the students to make them think about music. I’ve got some students of my 
own, my other job is at Presbyterian Ladies College, where I teach the techniques of 
jazz piano, and I find that enjoyable. 
 
“Onaje is very important to me. That grew out of Peter Gaudion’s Blues Express, 
when Allan (Browne), Dick (Miller) and I decided we should form another band to 
develop some of our ideas about modern jazz, which wasn’t what Peter really wanted 
to play in his own band. Even though the personnel is similar, they’re two different 
bands. I joined the Blues Express when Vic Connors left (after they’d  made the 
record and I’ve really enjoyed trying to fit into what is basically a Dixieland bag. 
Onaje was formed for the main purpose of presenting modern, original material. 
We’ve developed a strong repertoire, and we’re getting a really good rapport going, 
and I think we’ll do something worthwhile toward developing an Australian 
character through composition. 
 

 
 
Individuals like Brian Brown (above) and John Sangster (below) have developed 
their own Australian style… SANGSTER PHOTO COURTESY JUDY BAILEY 
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“The main thing wrong with jazz in this country is that there is no such thing as an 
Australian style, although there are individuals like Brian Brown and John Sangster 
who have developed their own Australian style. Too often, what I hear in Australia is 
people trying to hang onto the style of music that they hold dearest, whether it be 20 
or 50 years old. For instance, I remember the Melbourne New Orleans Jazz Band 
with Nick Polites, and the original Yarra Yarras, they had that sort of lively, cheeky 
spirit that I’m sure was what the original jazz was all about, but I don’t hear many 
successful attempts to recreate that spirit these days. They might play the style very 
well, but without that rough edge. 
 
“Or in Sydney, there are some bands who’ve tried to break away from the American 
model — like Jazz Co-op, Serge Ermoll, Crossfire - but most of the others simply lack 
originality. Whatever the style, real jazz should capture the spirit of freedom and the 
idiosyncrasies of the individual, that are what jazz should be about. We should 
realise that we’re never going to sound like the Americans unless you want to live 
their culture, leave school early, be unemployed and discriminated against and 
beaten up, and suffer like they have — because we have a WASP culture. Once we 
accept that we are different from the Americans, and should be different, we can look 
to develop that as an advantage. People like Ted Nettelbeck, Brian Brown, David 
Tolley, John Sangster, they’ve developed genuinely original styles. I don’t think my 
playing has an Australian style as yet, I’ve got to eliminate the odd Oscar Peterson 
lick still. Of course, you have got to listen to the Americans, but sooner or later you’ve 
got to want to be more than a poor duplicate, and the sooner the better, the more the 
better. 
 
“That’s why I’ve had such a competitive attitude whenever I’ve played with any 
Americans, to let them and the audience know that we can play jazz too. If you go up 
there with a kow-towing attitude, they’ll pick on you anyway, you’ll play shithouse, 
and they’ll go away saying no-one in Australia can play. 
 

 
 
The American altoist Phil Woods: the harder Sedergreen played, the more Woods 
loved it… 
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“With Phil Woods, the harder I played, the more he loved it. They’re just people like 
we are. The way to make them respect you is just to give it everything. And, of course, 
I learned a lot from playing with people like Phil Woods and Milt Jackson. Richie 
Cole taught me a lot about making an audience receptive to your music, while Jimmy 
Witherspoon really showed me what the blues are about as an art form, how to play it 
slower and the value of playing more simply. 
 

 
 
The US altoist Richie Cole (right, pictured here with another American Sonny Stitt:  
Cole taught Sedergreen a lot about making an audience receptive to your music… 
 
“Over this last year or so, for the first time in my, life, I’ve sat down and really 
thought about my own philosophy about music, which is really very important; after 
all, what’s the point of blowing if you don’t know why you’re doing it? I’ve realised 
that the people you need to get an effect on are the audience — not the musicians you 
play with or the peer group or the critics. Too much is spent thinking about the start 
and middle of the product, and not enough about the end product. I believe that jazz 
will die unless we can get through to people and make them realise that jazz is really 
an adventuresome, exciting sort of music. I don’t think we’re going to do that if we 
just play what’s gone on before, and hang on to our established images. All these 
people hanging onto what’s no longer relevant, the trumpeters trying to play like 
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Dizzy or Freddie Hubbard, all those saxophone players doing terrible John Coltrane 
imitations, are not helping the cause of jazz at all. 
 
“If you think about the end product, you’ll be aware that if you know what you’re 
doing, you can use dynamics, rhythms, certain harmonies to get a particular effect on 
the listener, which could be one of pleasantness, of wanting to move with the music, 
of shock or surprise and so on. I’m not saying you should cater to the listener, but 
you don’t just cater to yourself. When I met Sam Rivers, he told me he tries to take 
his listeners through as many colours and feelings as possible, in a free performance. 
I don’t do it in a free way, but that’s a philosophy I agree with; I try to take the 
listener on as many trips as I can through my music. 
 

 
 
Sedergreen: you should always give it everything you’ve got every time that you 
play… 
 
“I now realise how important it is to leave a good impression on an audience. My 
compositions always aim to make people feel happy. Some players can be so wrapped 
up in being good craftsmen, they might be giving an illusion that they’re enjoying 
themselves, but they’re not, and they ‘re just fooling everybody. 
 
“I’m not talking about giving everybody an armchair ride. My idea of a good 
performance is one where the musicians are competing, not with hate, but with 
knowledge and wit and soul, and they make it a really lively performance where 
everyone is really being challenged, and any audience can see that something is 
happening. Like in the Quintet with David and Dure, people would say they enjoyed 
the music because they recognised we were taking them on a whole lot of trips. 
People are always saying how much they enjoy watching the Ted Vining Trio because 
of the rapport that’s obviously there, that makes us play at our very best. I honestly 
believe that you should always give it everything you’ve got every time that you play”. 


